As a kind of electromagnetic exploration method in frequency domain, spectral induced polarization (SIP) technique is a branch of electromagnetic exploration methods in geophysics exploration, which is widely used in environmental and engineering geophysical prospecting, as well as mineral exploration, oil & gas and coal exploration. In the theory of SIP data interpretation, inversion of three spectral induced polarization parameters (m, τ and c) in Cole-Cole model is a basic job. Due to their respective special character in the function expression, the inversion of m, τ and c from frequency spectral response data based on linear inversion theory is usually instable and even sometimes not convergent when data have a little errors. In this paper, we adopt a kind of improved genetic algorithm to implement inversion. Inversion on one Cole-Cole model shows that the algorithm converges fast, has very good stability and high precision, and even can permits the observed data random error up to 15%. Inversion on two Cole-Cole models, which simulates the fact that the effects of electromagnetic and induced polarization exist simultaneously, show the algorithm is still fast convergence and high precision, and permits a few observed data error (say, 5% random error). Only when random errors add up to 10%, the results of inversion begin to become obvious error.
Introduction
Spectral induced polarization (SIP) technique is a branch of the electrical prospecting method in geophysics exploration. It uses electric dipole-dipole array to observe harmonic responses of the electric field component in frequency domain, and according to responses to implement inversion of three spectral induced polarization parameters which are used to recognize the underground physical configuration, the aim of which is to serve to environmental and engineering geologic investigation as well as various explorations of mineral resources, oil & gas and so on. In the theory of SIP data interpretation, Cole-Cole model is a basic expression, which has three parameters (m, τ and c) to reflect the frequency spectrum characteristic [1] . Chargeability (0 ≤ m ≤ 1) has mainly an influence on the amplitude of the spectral function curve, time constant (τ ) mainly influencing on the horizontal position of the curve, and frequency dependence (0≤ c ≤1) mainly influencing on the curve shape. A goal of SIP inversion is to find all model parameters, when operated upon by forward computation, which produce synthetic data that gives an acceptable agreement with observed data. The existing methods for the estimation of these parameters are based on linear iterative inversion, which are based on standard Marquardt 'ridge regression' algorithm [1, 2, 3] . Unfortunately, most inverse problems in geophysics are nonlinear and poorly constrained. Conventional procedures of SIP inversion have many shortcomings such as only roughly defining the initial model with poor inversion reliability, strong inversion subjectivity and unsatisfactory inversion results. Here, Due to their respective special character in the function expression, the inversion of m, τ and c from frequency spectral response data based on linear inversion theory is usually instable and even sometimes not convergent when data have a little errors which exist generally.
In this paper, we introduce a kind of global search and nonlinear optimized method-improved genetic algorithm (IGA) to implement inversion of SIP parameters. Inversions on one Cole-Cole model according to the new algorithm show that the algorithm converges fast, has very good stability and high precision, and even can permits the observed data random error up to 15%. Computations on two Cole-Cole models, which simulate the fact that the effects of electromagnetic and induced polarization exist simultaneously, show the algorithm is still fast convergence and high precision, and permits a few observed data error (say, 5% random error). Only when random errors are added up to 10%, the results of inversion begin to change worse. Obvious characteristic of IGA are that it does not depends on the initial model, and only needs giving a proper scope for each inversed parameter.
Improved Genetic Algorithm
The structure of the Improved genetic algorithm (IGA) is the same as that of genetic algorithm, both of which have three genetic operators: select, crossover and mutate. They are different in that: genetic algorithm stresses chromosome operation and IGA emphasizes the behavior change of the species, While IGA doesn't need to be directly represented in the chromosome as trees and the process only includes the exchange between given code structure and genetic operators adapted for real problems. The key to applying IGA to SIP inversion is the adaptation of genetic algorithm to IGA fitting to SIP inversion problem. Therefore, we optimize the objective function and population of genetic algorithm to dynamic fitness value function and varying population.
In genetic algorithm, fitness value function should be positive and should be compared with each other, on the basis of which selection probability can be calculated. SIP inversion solution is a minimum value problem, so the pth population's fitness value function is:
Where p=1, 2, . . . , P , with P the population size; C max is the given constant. Equation (2) is the calculating objective function formula, where F inv is the inversion value, F the is the true value, and K is the frequency number. In the course of inversion, individual objective function varies greatly and varies with the population evolution. Formula (1) shows that C max 's value is the most important to fitness value function and directly influences the inversion result [4] . If C max is constant, if it is too large and the f p (x) ≈ C max , which means the selection is nearly random and it is very difficult to converge to objective value; if it is too small and f p (x) ≈ 0, many individuals' fitness value function equals zero, which means the eliminating rate is high and the selection pressure is large to lead to "prematurity" with ease.
In order to solve this problem, we adjust objective function to the fitness value function, that is to say, C max is dynamic variable:
where A is the weight coefficient, and the remains in the right of the expression are mean value of objective function, which can be either proportional function or exponential function. We use inverse proportional function
where t is the evolution generation (variation); a and c are constants. A varies between 2 and 5. Thus, in the evolution prophase (t is small), A is large and selection pressure is small, which promises the diversity of population; in the evolution anaphase (t is large), A is small and selection pressure is large, which be propitious to the convergence of population. So adjusting the objective function to dynamic fitness value function effectively overcomes the "prematurity" phenomena and assures the search speed [4] . Population size is an important factor that all genetic algorithms must consider and especially important in many applications. Too small population size will probably result in genetic algorithm converging to local extreme value; otherwise, too big population size possibly wastes computer resource and leads to extra cost. Evidently the two key points in the process of genetic algorithm evolution, that is, diversity of the population and pressure of selection, are affected by population size. Whereas in classical genetic algorithm, however, population size is not altered, this is bound to affect the efficiency and velocity of converging. Therefore, we apply IGA to SIP inversion to make the population size optimized to dynamic variation. Whether the population size will change or not depends on the competition for survive of their upper and lower generation. The difference lies in that in method of varying population size, the size varies with the evolution generations, whose lifetime is equal to that of the chromosome that survives. We band the lifetime of chromosome with the selection in genetic algorithm together, because it is determined by individual fitness value, and it affects the population size in every phase of evolution. Compared with the previous selection mechanism, this means is evidently more natural. According to Luo and Zhang (1998) , Cole-Cole model is given by
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where ρ(iω) denotes the earth complex resistivity, ρ(0) is the one when frequency is zero; m is chargeability, τ is time constant, and c is frequency dependence factor. Real part :
Image part :
Amplitude :
where ω = 2πf ; R = (ωτ ) c cos cπ
Based on the IGA mentioned above, we implement inversion of SIP parameters on one Cole-Cole model via four group of frequency spectral components, real part, image part, amplitude and phase (respectively, seen in table 1, table 2, table 3 and table 4 ). Tables above show that IGA inversion does not depend on the initial model, and only needs giving a proper range for each inversed parameter, and has very good stability and high precision, and even can permit the observed data random error up to 15%; whereas Marquette inversion (seen in table 1 and table 4) depends severely upon initial value and fall easily into local minimum. Inversion on phase frequency spectral is the best among the four groups of components, which has strongest ability of suppressing random errors.
Inversion of SIP data often uses two Cole-Cole models, seen in the expression (5), which simulate the fact that the effects of electromagnetic and induced polarization exist simultaneously. 
where m 1 , τ 1 and c 1 reflect induced polarization effect, whereas m 2 , τ 2 and c 2 describe electromagnetic effects. Inversion results using IGA on phase frequency spectral is shown in table 5 and the inversion results of added different random errors are shown in Table 6 .
Two tables show the IGA algorithm are still fast convergence and high precision, and permit a few observed data error (say, 5% random error). However, when random errors add up to 10%, the inversion error is relatively large, and especially errors add up to 15% the results of inversion become even worse. Compared with inversion effect of one Cole-Cole model, two Cole-Cole models have six parameters needed to be solved, the solution space increases and equivalence phenomenon become to arise. Especially when errors rise, the equivalence phenomena become complicated as well as severe, which cause that inversion error increases relatively large when the random errors are added up largely.
Conclusion
Improved genetic algorithm has two obvious characteristics: adjusting objective function to dynamic fitness value function and varying population size. In contrast to linear inversion method and general genetic algorithm, IGA enhances the ability of solving complicated problems, effectively overcomes the "prematurity" phenomena and improves the stability of solutions. The IGA is a directed search method, which does not need an initial model and gives global search solution. Inversion on one Cole-Cole model show that the algorithm converges fast, and has very good stability and high precision, and even can permits the observed data random error up to 15%. Computations on two Cole-Cole models, which simulate the fact that the effects of electromagnetic and induced polarization exist simultaneously, show the algorithm is still fast convergence and high precision, and permits a few observed data error (say, 5% random error). Only when random errors add up to 10%, the results of inversion begin to change worse.
